MRFAC and RadioSoft Affiliate Announce Strategic Arrangement.
May 15, 2012

Thomas Fagan, President of MRFAC, Inc., and Peter Moncure, President of RadioSoft
and affiliated entities, today announced a strategic arrangement between their two companies.
Under the terms of the Agreement, a Moncure company, Frequency Finder, Inc., will
undertake to perform frequency coordination services for MRFAC under MRFAC’s supervision
and control. By virtue of the arrangement, MRFAC will be able to offer its industrial and
business radio customers an expanded range of services, including special contour studies,
custom interference analyses, and in-house public safety coordination from a radio engineering
firm recognized as preeminent in its field. MRFAC's new telephone number is 800.262.9206.
As the coordination body certified by the FCC, MRFAC will remain accountable to the
Commission for compliance with the agency’s standards for private land mobile coordination.
Mr. Fagan said: “MRFAC has relied on the land mobile database services provided by
RadioSoft for years. The new arrangement is a natural evolution in that relationship. We look
forward to working with Peter and his team to offer our industrial and business customers an
expanded range of services which the new arrangement allows us to provide.”
Mr. Moncure said: “The RadioSoft team is honored to have the opportunity to offer
MRFAC, and its many industrial and business customers, expanded one-stop shopping for
coordination and engineering consulting needs. We pride ourselves in being able to find
frequencies for customers in difficult RF environments. Moreover, this alliance, due to
economies of scale, will pair RadioSoft's best-in-class coordination capabilities with MRFAC's
demanding customers. We look forward to offering our "Customer Friendly" services to a wider
universe of potential business and industrial customers.
MRFAC, Inc., one of the FCC’s original private land mobile coordinators, traces its
origins to 1954 when it was an arm of the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM). For
over three decades, MRFAC has operated independently, while retaining its close ties to NAM
for business and industrial spectrum policy advocacy.
Peter Moncure has long provided private land mobile database services for coordinators
like MRFAC, APCO, AAA, and AASHTO. His principal company, RadioSoft, has been in
business serving the needs of the broadcast and PLMR communities for 31 years.
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